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Subject: mathematicS (claSS iV)

Learning outcomes Resource(s)
Week-wise suggestive activities

 (To be guided by parents with the help 
of teachers)

The learner–
•	 Acquires 

understanding about 
shapes around her/
him.

•	 Finds out shapes that 
can be used for tiling

•	 makes cube/ cuboids 
using the given nets

•	 shows through 
paper folding/ paper 
cutting, ink blots, 
etc. the concept 
of symmetry by 
reflection

•	 draws top view, front 
view and side view of 
simple objects

•	 Solves problem 
involving daily life 
situations related 
to length, distance, 
weight, volume and 
time involving four 
basic arithmetic 
operations

•	 applies operations of 
numbers in daily life

•	 multiplies 2- and 
3-digit numbers

•	 divides a number 
by another number 
using different 
methods like 
pictorially (by 
drawing dots), 
equal grouping or 
repeated subtraction 
and by using 
inter-relationship 
between division and 
multiplication

•	 creates and solves 
simple real-life 
situations/ problems 
including money, 
length, mass and 
capacity by using the 
four operations

NCERT/ State 
developed 
textbook
Chapter 1
Building with 
Bricks 
Chapter 2
Long and Short
Chapter 3
A trip to Bhopal
Chapter 11
Tables and 
Shares

QR codes 
related to 
these chapters 
available on 
NROER 

Week 1
Theme: Patterns

Provide opportunities to the student to explore her/
his surroundings to see patterns in tiles on walls, 
floors	 etc.	 This	 will	 help	 student	 in	 making	 an	
understanding of how different shapes, especially 
the cuboidal bricks, are arranged to form various 
patterns etc. 

Assessment Questions
1. Draw a brick pattern of your choice. 
2. Which of these are the face of the brick? 

3. Can you make a brick which shows four of its 
faces?

4. Count the number of edges, corners and faces 
a brick has?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_31311270158602240011945 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_31311270158602240011945

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270158602240011945
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Week 2
Theme: Nets of cube and cuboid 
Make a net of cuboid by taking a cardboard sheet. 
To make a cuboid of length 15cm, breadth 8cm, 
and height 6cm:
Step1: Draw a rectangle of length 46cm and 
breadth 14 cm, and divide it into smaller rectangles 
as shown in Fig.1.

Step 2: Cut out the two yellow boxes of dimensions 
8cm	X	8cm	to	obtain	the	final	structure	as	depicted	
in Fig. 2

Cut the border and fold to join the end by a tape or 
gum. You get the shape of a cuboid.

Make many such cuboids. Now conduct activities 
with these as given in the text books. 

Assessment Questions
1. If you place you dice together, what shape will 

you get?
2. Shalini is making a cube from its net. How many 

parts of the net does she need?
3. If you join 6 identical rectangles, what shape 

will you get?
4. Count the number of small cubes if you cut the 

bigger cube?
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5. How many dots lie opposite to the face having one 
dot,	when	the	figure	is	joined	to	make	a	cube?

For students having access to digital content
e-content:
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_31311270142675353612228

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_3131127014886768641710

Week 3
1. Later the student may be asked to arrange the 

bricks so that they get designs of Jaali and the 
floor.

2. Engage	 children	 in	 finding	 the	 volume	 of	 a	
cuboid by multiplying its sides. 

Assessment Questions
1. Draw a top view of a birthday cap.
2. Take one brick and try to measure the length 

and breadth of the brick.
Which wall will be stronger?

3. Draw a side view of a chair.
4. Make a drawing of this box showing 3 of its 

faces.

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_31311270153900032011945

Week 4
Theme: Measurements 
1. Measurement of length and distances is a skill 

which is essential for all problem solving in life.
2. Engage the student in estimating lengths and 

compare them. There are many situations in 
a student’s experiences to do so. For example 
comparing the heights of different family 
members, friends and various objects like 
window, doors. etc. Can an almirah be taken 
inside a room through a door? Let the student 
make an estimate and then measure to compare.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270142675353612228
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270142675353612228
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270142675353612228
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127014886768641710
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127014886768641710
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127014886768641710
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270153900032011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270153900032011945
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31311270153900032011945
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3. Let the student use the known units like meter 
and centimeter to measure lengths and compare 
them. 

4. Engage the student in measuring a distance in 
meters and then in centimetres. Later let them 
compare	and	find	how	many	centimetres	make	
a meter. Some children may have the idea that 
there are 100 centimeters in a meter. 

5. Applications of decimal number operations 
are also seen prominently while dealing with 
measurement of length and distances. Like 
addition and subtraction of lengths and 
distances.  For example a cloth piece of length 
4m 75cm is there out which 2m15cm is used 
to make a shirt, what is the length of the cloth 
piece left?

6. Finding total length of a cycling track or a jogging 
track of rectangular shape, etc.

Assessment Questions
1. Write your height in centimetres.
2. Who is the tallest member in your family and 

what is their height?
3. In a 2000metres race people run____ kilometres.
4. If a track is 500 meters, then 10 rounds of that 

track will be _____ kilometres.
5. How far is your school from home? Is it more 

than 3 kilometres? 
For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_31312777609687859211664

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=-
do_3131127012140072961707

Week 5
Theme: Measurement of length and distance
(Standard Units)

Activity: Make your own scale: Ask the child to 
make a scale on the wall and then measure the 
heights of the family members and to note down 
the heights in their notebooks. They may also be 
asked to calculate the difference between your 
height and your mother’s height, and other family 
members.
•	 Ask	them	to	find	things	that	are	of	one	centimeter	

length in their toys or in their room. Let them 
first	 estimate	 and	 then	 actually	 measure	 and	
finally	arrange	them	from	shortest	to	longest

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127012140072961707
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127012140072961707
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360980973158412291?contentId=do_3131127012140072961707
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•	 Children can also make a one-meter-long 
measuring tape to measure circular things, 
encourage the child to measure as many things 
at home which are within their reach.

•	 Ask children to observe that while writing the 
distances generally a dot is placed between meter 
and centimeter measure. For example, 2m35cm 
is generally written as 2.35 m. Note that now 
only meters are written along the number.

•	 Children	can	use	the	internet	to	find	the	world	
records for the longest jump or the highest jump 
and try to estimate how long/ high it would be 
by	drawing	on	the	floor.

•	 Children can also be asked to make the longest 
jump possible and measure it in meter and 
centimeter compared with their siblings’ jump 
or the world record holder.

•	 The	children	may	be	given	the	idea	that
 1000 meters are equal to one kilometer
 by taking them for a walk in the park.
 Once the children have some idea with
 kilometers, they may be asked to estimate
 how many kilometers is their home from?
 school, market or a friend’s home?
•	 The child may also be engaged to solve problems, 

like, “If there are 2 objects of length 120 cm and 
1 meter 30 centimeter, then the length of which 
object is more and by how much?”, “Sunita 
bought 9.75 meter of cloth. She used 2.30 meter 
from it. How much cloth is left?”

Assessment Questions
1. Shubham goes to school 5 kilometres by bus 

and1 kilometer on-foot. How far is his school 
from home?

2. Rama purchases 50 meters of cloth to make 
kurta.

3. If one kurta needs 2m cloth, how many kurtas 
can she make?

4. Shubhi had 6 meters long wooden stick. She 
breaks in into half. Now each part of the stick 
is ______ long?

5. Find	 five	 things	 which	 are	 longer	 than	 5	
centimeters but shorter than 50 centimeters.

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_313277643348123648127011

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_31312777609687859211664  

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277643348123648127011
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277643348123648127011
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277643348123648127011
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31312777609687859211664
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Week 6
Theme: Problem solving in daily life
•	 Provide   opportunities   to   the   child   to explore 

where math and mathematical calculations are 
used in her/his everyday life. For example, if 
200	gm	of	flour	is	used	in	making	one	cupcake,	
how	 much	 flour	 is	 used	 for	 making	 12	 such	
cupcakes, using repeated addition.

•	 Activity: Making bill
•	 The parent may ask the child to make an 

inventory of the groceries bought at home. Ask 
the child to note down the prices of the items 
and the number of items purchased. Then the 
parent may ask the child to calculate the total 
of the bill. In this activity the child will use 
multiplication to calculate the price of one item 
multiple times and then add the prices to obtain 
the total price.

•	 Let the child calculate using any method 
they want. Ask them how are they adding the 
numbers of the list. How are they calculating for 
12 packets when cost of one is known etc.

•	 Provide the child with situational problems 
which can be solved by applying the basic 
number operation- addition and subtraction. 
The child must understand in which situation/
problem which operation could be used. Also, 
help	the	child	to	find	out	different	ways	of	solving	
a particular problem.

•	 Encourage the child to create contextual 
questions based on mathematical statements, 
e.g., the statement 25–10 = 15 may trigger 
different questions from different children. A 
child may create: “I had 25 apples, ten were 
eaten. How many apples are still left?

Assessment Questions
1. Out of saree, towel, paper, rubber which one is 

longest?
2. How many mugs of capacity 25 liters are 

required	to	fill	the	tank	of	capacity	500	liters?
3. Rajni bought 5 dresses for Rs. 5500. What was 

the price for one dress?
4. Suraj is 55 kg and Shikha is 49 kb. Whose 

weight is more and by how much?
5. Mohan purchases shoes for Rs. 450. After 

making the payment, shopkeeper returned him 
Rs. 550, how much money did Mohan pay to the 
shopkeeper?

For students having access to digital content
https://youtu.be/KjI2Vc03zIs

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_313277644721356800127040

https://youtu.be/KjI2Vc03zIs
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277644721356800127040
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277644721356800127040
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277644721356800127040
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Week 7
Theme: Multiplication and construction of 
multiplication Tables
•	 Encourage the child to explore and write 

multiplication facts through various ways like 
skip counting, extending patterns, etc., that they 
have learnt in earlier classes. For example, for 
developing a multiplication table of 3, children 
could use either skip counting or repetitive 
addition. Provide the child with a number of 
real-life examples which implies multiplication.

•	 Encourage the child to do multiplication in 
different ways. For example, to expand the two-
digit number and multiply, 23 multiplied by 6 
could be solved as follows: 23×6= (20+3) ×6 = 
20×6+3×6 

•	 120+18=138

•	 Further the parent may discuss and evolve 
standard algorithms for multiplication.

•	 Give more practice to children to multiply two-
digit numbers.

Assessment Questions
1. Complete the table 4, 8, 12, 16….

2. Write the missing number 3, 6, 9, ____, 15, 18, 
____

3. How will you multiply 6X5? Share two different 
ways. 

4. What will be the product of 9 into 7? How did 
you do that.

5. Write	five	multiplications	facts	for	7?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_313277649787199488127156

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_313277649699921920127154

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649787199488127156
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649787199488127156
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649787199488127156
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649699921920127154
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649699921920127154
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_313277649699921920127154
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Week 8  
Theme: Division
•	 Encourage the child to observe that division 

is dividing a collection into equal groups. For 
example,	24÷3	means	to	find	how	many	groups	
of 3 can be there in 24 or how many 3’s makes 
24? This could be done by giving the child 24 
beads or coins and asking them to divide the 
beads into groups of 3 and then asking them to 
observe how many groups of 3 are there.

•	 Let the students explore the concept of division. 
Give them opportunities to use their knowledge 
of division in situations like dividing chapatis 
equally among the family members, etc.

•	 Provide the child with a bunch of word problems 
that involves division, like, “How will you equally 
divide 50 sweets among 5 members of the 
family?”

•	 In life situations division also occurs with a 
different	 context	 i.e.	 24÷3	 means	 to	 find	 how	
many items in a group will be there if 24 objects 
are divided equally in 3 groups? 

•	 Ask the child to frame such problems and solve 
them. For example: 12 bananas are to be given 
equally to three monkeys, how many will each 
monkey get? 

•	 Once the child is familiar with this type of 
problem, increase the complexity of the problem 
like- “Can you equally divide 49 sweets among 5 
members of the family? Will any family member 
be left with only 4 sweets? What if there are 51 
sweets, how will you divide then?” Encourage 
the child to think of some situations of her/his 
own and make statement problems.

Assessment Questions
1. If 35 books are arranged in 5 groups. Each 

group will contain how many books?
2. Divide a paper into 4 equal halves. In how many 

ways you could do it.
3. If you want to divide 20 by 5 then, how many 

times do we need to subtract 5 from 20?
4. 70 plants are to be planted on 10 roads. Each 

road will get how many plants? 
5. How will you divide 55÷5. Share you process.

For students having access to digital content
https://youtu.be/KjI2Vc03zIs

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=-
do_31311270109907353611314

 

https://youtu.be/KjI2Vc03zIs
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31311270109907353611314
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31311270109907353611314
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31310347504498278411445?contentId=do_31311270109907353611314

